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What if we were all designed to be smarter
than we actually are? That is the premise of
master science fiction novelist Poul
Andersons 1954 debut work, Brain Wave.
Unbeknown to its inhabitants, the solar
system has for millions of years been
caught in a force field that has had the
effect of supressing intelligence. When in
the course of normal galactic movement
the solar system breaks free of the force
field that has held it in its sway for so long,
gone are the inhibiting effects and a
remarkable change begins to sweep across
the earth. In fact, the entire world is turned
upside-down and Andersons novel is
devoted to detailing the sometimes
surprising, sometimes chilling aftereffects
of this watershed event. In one of the
novels opening scenes, Archie Brock, a
mentally disabled man, finds himself
suddenly awash in new kinds of thought as
he ponders the night sky. In another scene,
a young boy on a summer break works out
the basic fundamental foundations of
calculus before breakfast. Human life is
dramatically transformed, as people with
IQs of 400 find themselves living within
social structures and institutions designed
for people of considerably lower
intelligence. There are others who refuse to
accept what has happened and instead band
together in a rebellion against the new
order. In another interesting twist, human
relationships with other creatures on the
planet are likewise thrown into upheaval,
as animals likewise rediscover their native
intelligence. Archie Brock, for instance,
finds working on a farm with intelligent
animals a frustrating, comic and
confounding experience, as some animals
band together and escape while others
befriend their former masters. Brain Wave
is a fascinating what if novel and an
exploration into the ways in which human
society is organized and the assumptions
that are made about how we value life. It is
also a novel about equality and what
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happens when the hierarchical structures
that we know and arrange our lives by
finally disappear. ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Acclaimed science fiction writer Poul
Anderson (1926-2001) was born in Bristol,
Pennsylvania. After earning a degree in
physics from the University of Minnesota,
he moved to San Francisco where he lived
with his wife and writing partner, Karen.
Anderson was a prolific writer with more
than one hundred titles to his name. He
wrote from a unique position and point of
view having a deep understanding of
science as well as a keen interest in Norse
mythology. While Anderson had written
some fantasy novels, including The Broken
Sword (1954), Three Hearts and Three
Lions (1961), and A Midsummer Tempest
(1974), his reputation rests primarily on the
strength of his science fiction. Andersons
first science fiction novel was the 1954
Brain Wave, and it is considered by most
to be a classic in the genre. Anderson liked
to write series of novels, including his
popular Time Patrol works beginning with
1981s Guardians of Time. He also wrote
novellas and many short stories. To his
credit, Anderson has numerous science
fiction awards including three Nebula
awards, seven Hugo awards and the SFWA
Grand Master Award (1997). But it is
perhaps for the 1970 novel Tau Zero that
Anderson will be best remembered.
Andersons last novel, Genesis (2000), won
the John W. Campbell Memorial Award
(2001) for best science fiction novel of the
year.
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Entrainment Apps for iOS this dynamic system is the self in each of us. -- W.J. Freeman (How Brains Make Up Their
Minds) Brainwave Drinks Alpha wave - Wikipedia Brain Wave is a science fiction novel by Poul Anderson first
published in serial form in Space Science Fiction in 1953, and then as a novel in 1954. Anderson
Electroencephalography - Wikipedia Brainwave aims to provide practical assistance and emotional support to
children with neurological conditions as well as their families and carers to positively none Brainwave entrainment, also
referred to as brainwave synchronization and neural entrainment, refers to the capacity of the brain to naturally
synchronize its Brain-Waves Brain and Health Brainwave Childrens Charity - Helping children with disabilities and
additional needs to achieve greater independence. What are Brainwaves ? Types of Brain waves EEG sensor and
It is important to know that all humans display five different types of electrical patterns or brain waves across the cortex.
The brain waves can The Brainwave Centre Home With this app you can easily generate pure waves that will
stimulate your concentration, meditation or relaxation. Very Important Use headphones for a better Brain Wave Wikipedia Latest Brain waves news, comment and analysis from the Guardian, the worlds leading liberal voice.
Brainwave Trust Brainwave entrainment (aka. Brainwave entrainment) is a method to stimulate the brain into entering
a specific state by using Images for Brain Wave 5 Types Of Brain Waves Frequencies: Gamma, Beta, Alpha,
Theta Combine Advanced Multi-Stage Binaural Programs with the Included Ambient Music, Nature Sounds, or your
own iTunes Music * Sleep, Focus, Brainwave Trust Aotearoa Brain wave definition, Usually, brain waves.
Medicine/Medical. electrical potentials or impulses given off by brain tissue. See more. none The Brainwave Centre
What We Do The Banzai Labs Brainwave series of apps have been the top selling, best reviewed apps of their kind in
the iTunes App Store for the last two years and support Read this before using Brainwave Entrainment - Warnings
and Supporting children with neurological conditions - Brainwave The next brainwave category in order of
frequency is alpha. Where beta represented arousal, alpha represents non-arousal. Alpha brainwaves are slower, and
Brainwave GRC Identity Analytics leading provider Its important to understand how your brain waves contribute to
the state of your mind. Discover the different kinds of brain waves and how they Brainwave, Inc. We Build
Businesses By Building Brands For other uses, see Brain wave (disambiguation). Neural oscillation is rhythmic or
repetitive neural activity in the central nervous system. Brain wave Define Brain wave at Brain Wave - 32
Advanced Binaural Brainwave Entrainment Developed with the support of Newcastle Science City, Brainwave has
been designed to deliver functional ingredients in a refreshing mango, pineapple and This Is How Brain Waves
Contribute to the State of Mind Brainwave has such a positive influence on not only Alex but also the family and her
school life. Brainwave has become part of our extended Neural oscillation - Wikipedia
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